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Entrepreneur magazine awards

Entrepreneurs looking for grant money to help with any kind of for-profit venture will find that they are few and far between. Subsidies for magazine publishing ventures are no exception. However, the subject of the magazine you publish may be a bridge to a greater chance of support from interested
organizations. Idea Cafe is an online organization formed in 1995 by experienced entrepreneurs to provide others with the information and resources needed for success themselves. Idea Cafe, starting in mid-2010, offered 10 competitive small business scholarships of $1,000 each to small businesses.
These scholarships were awarded based on criteria such as: innovation and originality, entrepreneurial spirit and creative spirit. The National Endowment for the Arts is a U.S. government program that issues grants and funding for a variety of projects each year to support the literary and performing arts.
According to its website, one of the ways the Arts Endowment strives to support and promote the American literary tradition is to ensure that literary and magazine presses, community organizations and national literary centers complement the commercial publishing sector in the formation of
contemporary American letters. So if you want to publish a literary magazine, you should consider this avenue. The NHPRC grant program was created by the U.S. Congress in 1934. Each year, the program funds up to $10 million in grants to worthy beneficiaries. The NHPRC website specifies that some
of these grants are provided for projects editing and publishing historical records of national importance. For example, one of the NHPRC's main stated goals for these grants is to make it accessible to citizens, American documents of historical significance, such as those documenting the nation's
formative period, as well as a variety of other topics. For Canadians, there is the Canada Periodic Fund, which provides a wide range of funding and support for print as well as online magazines. One example is its program to help business innovation. This program provides financial and other support to
small and medium-sized magazines to actively encourage industry innovations and content diversity in the Canadian market. SEATTLE, Nov. 5, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- NetFortris Inc., an international provider of managed cloud communications solutions and network services, today announced that TMC, a
global integrated media company, has recognized NetFortris as the winner of the Customer Experience Innovation Award 2020, presented by TMC's CUSTOMER magazine. The 2020 Customer Experience Innovation Award recognizes the best companies in the class by setting the standard in delivering
exceptional customer experiences across all channels, including social. Congratulations to NetFortris receive the 2020 Customer Experience Innovation Award. NetFortris has been selected to set the standard for serving world-class customer experiences across all said Rich Tehrani, CEO of TMC. We
are pleased to recognize this achievement and know that we will continue to see great innovation from NetFortris in 2021 and beyond. NetFortris' commitment to an excellent customer experience begins by providing secure and reliable cloud communications and network services, leveraging redundant
geo-data centers connected to NetFortris' resilient and secure national network. Exclusively, NetFortris owns and operates a stack of enterprise-class technology run by voice and data network engineers, security experts, developers, and UI experts. This enables NetFortris to manage end-to-end
customer communications 24/7, ensuring uptime and quality of service. NetFortris supports its cloud communications and network services up to 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, customer support and advocacy from concierge clients, including Executive Sponsors and Strategic Account Managers that are
encouraged based so on customer retention and satisfaction. NetFortris also simplifies onboarding and operation with on-site or remote facilities, consolidated billing between sites, and administrative control without the need for technical knowledge. NetFortris is honored to be recognized for innovation in



customer experience, said Lee Mayhew, senior director of customer experience. NetFortris has a concerted focus on the customer experience from the way we architect and deploy our services to the way we empower users and provide personalized customer support. With this end-to-end approach, our
customer satisfaction rates are 90% or more. The winners of the 2020 Customer Experience Innovation Award are published in TMC's CUSTOMER magazine. About NetFortrisNetFortris offers secure and reliable cloud communication solutions from the UCaaS Platform with flexibility to meet the needs of
any size business. Built on a proprietary cloud platform, Comm-unity is housed in georedundant data centers and delivered over NetFortris' private MPLS network nationwide. Media ContactsCeleste LabrieMarketing Communication ManagerCeleste.Labrie@NetFortris.com 469.525.7346, exal
5351Michelle ConnollyMarketing ManagerTMC203-852-6800, ext. 170mconnolly@tmcnet.com View original content for multimedia download: FONTE NetFortris, Inc. CEO Eric Yuan never expected the business tool to become a social lifeline. But by focusing on the fundamentals, the brand rose to the
occasion. It's been a rough year. But also a good year. Because? Because we were forced to make changes. Before making a difficult decision that impacts the future of your team, the CEO of Gravity Payments, Price, here's a simple suggestion: Ask for advice. It worked for him. See all the articles in this
issue » This year is testing everyone's strength – but women never back down from a challenge. Meet the female leaders of 100 brands and companies, all fighting for a better future. If you you To make the business world more inclusive and equitable, stop seeing black founders as a cause worth
supporting them and start seeing them as the innovators and manufacturers of differences that they already are. Customers and employees expect companies to be socially engaged. We asked eight entrepreneurs how to do this authentically. See all the articles in this issue » 2020 has been a difficult
year for everyone. To find a new success on the other side of this crisis, we must work together. Hong Kong-based fashion brand Cheryl Leung is months ahead of U.S. companies in terms of recovery. Here's what she says you should wait. Remote work hasn't just changed our day-to-day life. It's
changed the way we grew up. Here's how to build a strong team from a distance. See all the articles in this issue » The Rock and business partner Dany Garcia have a rule: We are not connected to the process. We're just connected to the outcome. It's a powerful and valuable thing. But you have to know
how to use it. The boutique hotel chain has won fans by serving local tastes in small markets. Now it's to conquer big cities. See all the articles in this edition » The actress and businesswoman learned that to succeed, the message is as important as the product. To really succeed, he says, you must be
authentic. The old model of trainee plumber and electrician has been reimagined for the new world -- and it may be exactly what a startup needs. See all the articles in this issue » The greatest business asset of the actor and entrepreneur is his own diligence. Building a strong partnership is the first step
to shared success. The company #9 of our 500 franchise list has built a culture obsessed with customer happiness. See all the articles in this issue » The producer and actor of 'This Is Us' says that recognizing and embracing differences creates the best collaboration. Failure is supported - and even
encouraged - in the clothing brand to model billions of dollars. Meet 347 franchises in trending industries that will continue to grow next year (and probably beyond). See all the articles in this issue » The Project Runway host has built a coding school, Kode With Klossy, to inspire a generation of tech-
skilled women. But her true mission, she says, is much broader. Women know how to fight the good fight and will not retreat until the work is done. Meet 100 women-led companies and brands that are creating change and redefining the rules of success. Our October/November cover star discusses the
women (and businesses) who keep her motivated. See all the articles in this edition » Jaime Schmidt built and sold Schmidt's Naturals for millions. Your advice: Don't focus too much on the challenges to come. Just go away. The old plumber and electrician trainee model has been reimagined for the new
world -- and can be what a startup needs. Fernando Machado transformed the fast-food giants into trendy, relevant and always punctual brands. Here's how. See all the articles in this issue » As a counterintuitive decision by Dave Hill boosted the O2 sports drinks brand. What if working long hours, living
in Slack and growing as fast as possible isn't the best way to run a business? The founders of Basecamp are sure they have the answer. It's a valuable tool, but don't forget these other (sometimes free) ways to reach your customers. See all the articles in this issue » When I lost my job, I felt like I lost
everything. But I didn't. That's how I built a network that helped me recover even stronger. Upon joining FastSigns, Nikki Taheri found a new world of support. The two careers have more in common than you think. See all the articles in this issue » And she's launching a new social network to help other
women thrive. Stuck trying to figure out what's next? Start moving. Think that business is all about rational and logical thinking? Think again and to find the biggest and best ideas, start thinking outside the box. See all the articles in this issue » Rules are meant to be broken, right? Get inspired by these
founders, who trusted their instincts and realed the benefits. From new industries to established spaces that show no signs of slowing down, here are the 10 franchise categories that we believe will grow in 2019. Franchisees share how they pooled the money to open their own franchise. See all the
articles in this issue » Audrey Gelman opened the coworking space The Wing to give women a place to collaborate and develop their ideas. A powerful community followed. The next generation isn't coming. It's already here. There are nine young entrepreneurs, including our September edition cover star,
worth watching. After a business failure, Miko Branch launched a new business out of necessity – and identified a lucrative, underprivileged market in the haircare industry. See all the articles in this edition » Between school, dance and hanging with friends, Alina Morse is managing a national brand of
sweets. Here is the most important lesson you can learn from your past. Aurify Brands is helping food entrepreneurs scale their novice brands, providing them with everything from capital to operational support and mentoring. See all the articles in this issue » With the right mix of speed, time and courage,
the intelligent founders can profit enormously from the misfortune of their rivals much, much, much bigger. The founders behind Naadam eliminated the middleman in the kashmir world, creating a win-win for the company and the shepherds. After being in business for only a few years, the company plans
to embark on an expansion program to open 80 more locations. See all the articles in this issue » The $1.25 billion company spent 18 months secretly working on its second product. Is this the beginning of a new fitness revolution? Meet the technology company of cycling brand. With aggressive
expansion strategies and low joining costs, fitness clubs are looking to expand rapidly -- and franchisees are lining up to take action. See all the articles of this
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